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de edad. En este caso, a mayor ingreso mayor utilización hasta
llegar al 100% en personas con ingresos de más de $50,000.

By Los editores

C

onjuntamente con el Sales and Marketing Executives
Association (SME), Estudios Técnicos, Inc. completó
recientemente el Digital & Mobile Behavioral Study 2016.
La firma ha llevado a cabo este estudio con el SME desde 2005.
En esta ocasión, se utilizaron dos muestras, una de 500 personas
de 12 años o más y un “boost sample” a usuarios de Internet de
600 personas. En ambos casos el error muestral fue de 4.0%.
La investigación resultó en que el 70% de la población de 12 años
o más está conectada a Internet. Esta cifra es poco más que en
2015, cuando fue 69%, pero es más del doble de la cifra de 2005,
cuando fue 33%. La penetración de la Internet varía mucho por
grupo de edad con un máximo de 98.3% entre el grupo de 18 a
24 años y bajando a 15.7% en el grupo de personas de 65 años
o más de edad.
Un resultado interesante en esta ocasión es que la utilización
del medio es mayor entre mujeres que hombres, revirtiendo la
tendencia previa en la que los hombres tenían mayor utilización.
Cuando comparamos la penetración de la Internet por nivel de
ingreso encontramos una situación similar a la brecha por grupos

Otros datos interesantes son el hecho de que el 88% se conecta
todos los días o están conectados siempre y que el 94.7% de los
usuarios de internet acceden al medio a través de su celular. El
93% indicó que tienen presencia en una red social, principalmente
en Facebook. Actualmente, el 38% de los usuarios realiza
compras a través de la Internet. Este por ciento ha aumentado
notablemente desde 2005, fecha en que se completó el primer
estudio.
El informe completo, que contiene información adicional sobre
los usos, las redes, perfiles por grupos de edad y otros temas
relacionados al uso de la Internet, se puede obtener a través del
SME.
Continúa en la página 2
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News from 2012 Economic Census: Deindustrialization
with Higher Productivity, Higher Tax Compliance, and
Jobless Growth in Megastores
Por José Caraballo Cueto, Ph.D.

Abstract

out of the tax incentives provided under Section 936 of the US
Internal Revenue Code, which ended in 2006 (ECLAC, 2005).

The recently published 2012 Economic Census of Puerto Rico
has a high level of information that can help both policymakers
and researchers to better assess the Puerto Rican economy.
In this note we focus in three relevant aspects that have not
been researched before. First, contrary to public perception,
manufacturing in Puerto Rico is more competitive than in the
US as a whole and in the iconic state of California. In spite of
that fact, Puerto Rico went through a relatively fast process of
deindustrialization after the removal of federal tax incentives
called Section 936. Secondly, sales tax compliance is far higher
than previous research found because the sales survey used
as a reference is significantly overestimating the level of retail
sales. Thus, when we used a more accurate assessment of retail
sales, we found that compliance rate is above 80%. Thirdly, while
some policymakers still believe that the incoming of multinational
megastores create jobs with relatively high wages, we found that
from 2007 to 2012 these megastores sold more but hired fewer
workers: a phenomenon called jobless growth. Furthermore,
average salaries in small and medium size businesses appear to
be higher than in large establishments.

Contrary to conventional wisdom that positioned the compliance
sales tax rate in 56% (KPMG, 2014), the compliance rate is much
higher when a more accurate sales data is used such as the
Economic Census. Similarly, contrary to the situation in Canada
where sales and employment jointly grew with the surge of
mega retailers (Doucet and Jones, 1999), in Puerto Rico the mega
retailers had higher sales in the period 2007-2012 while providing
lower levels employment.
In the following section we provide a brief methodological review
of the Economic Census. In section three we discuss the results
and in section four we state the conclusions and provide some
policy recommendations.
Methodology
In this section we briefly describe the methodology that the
Census Bureau disclosed about the Economic Census, as shown
in their website. The Economic Census gathers information
every five years from all private companies that are contained
in government records. It has several benefits such as not
being subject to sampling errors in most of the sectors (some
sectors are sampled); containing information on sales, payroll,
and employment by establishment size for different industries;
reporting sales and employment by counties, among others. The
Census Bureau cannot share this information with the Internal
Revenue Service or related departments. The Economic Census
is based on employer establishments, so companies have to
file a separate report for each location or establishment. If a
company operates in multiple markets (e.g., manufacturing and
retailing), a separate report for each activity is requested. Title 13
of the United States Code requires that companies answer the
questionnaires.

Introduction
The Economic Census has been used for a variety of research
such as the impact of patents (Balasubramanian and Sivadasan,
2011), the role of industrial innovation (Sun, 2010), and the impact
of market concentration (Cidell, 2010), among others. Is there
something new that we can learn from the 2012 Economic
Census? We use the recent economic census of Puerto Rico as
an information source to contribute to the revaluation of some
well-known statements: deindustrialization in Puerto Rico is
caused by a reduction in competitiveness; sales tax evasion is
high in Puerto Rico, and higher sales by mega retailers generate
in higher employment. To our knowledge, these topics have not
been examined through the lens of a more accurate statistical
source such as the Economic Census.

As any other instrument, economic censuses are also subject to
non-sampling error, which is not measured directly. The Census
Bureau state in their website that the Bureau, “employs quality
control procedures in all phases of the collection, processing, and
tabulation of the data to minimize the effects of nonsampling
error”. For sample-based estimates, measures of sampling
variability are provided only for the construction sector.

Contrary to some economic arguments such as Kaldor’s laws (for
systematic review see Tregenna, 2011), the large deindustrialization
in Puerto Rico occurred in the period 1997-2007 when
manufacturing employment decreased by 48%, precisely when
the manufacturing sector raised its labor productivity by 67%. In
the literature this deindustrialization is largely related to the phase
4
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This jobless growth that occurred with mega retailers is relatively
easy to explain given that this type of firms uses the concept of
“self-service” that is reflected in the higher level of sales per job.
This sort of productivity is lower in SMEs; thus it is easier to create
a new job in SMEs. On average, in 2012 mega retailers generated
240% more in sales per job than SMEs.

With the Economic Census database we will be able to assess if
large retailers paid on average higher wages than its small and
medium size enterprises (SMEs), if mega retailers provide higher
employment than SMEs, if job creation is easier in large retailers
than in SMEs, if labor productivity is higher in Puerto Rico than
in the US or than in states with a significant manufacturing
presence such as California, and if sales tax compliance is higher
than estimates based on samples, among others. In a country
such as Puerto Rico that has significant challenges with the
quality of their economic databases prepared by their economic
departments (BEA, 2011), the Economic Census provides new
and more accurate information in some key sectors such as
retail sales. This information can help researchers, policymakers,
and businesses to have a better picture of the economic reality.

Holding everything else constant, if half of the sales would have
taken place in SMEs in 2012, total employment in 2012 would
have been 24,000 higher. This is because, at present levels of
productivity, 50% of sales would create 105,765 jobs in SMEs and
43,444 in mega retailers, which would equal 149,209. Therefore,
if we subtract the current 124,887 jobs, this projected scenario
would result in 24,322 new net jobs. One can argue that this
calculation is not accurate because it does not consider the loss
in intermediates goods that are bought by mega retailers to
domestic producers, but those domestic goods that consumers
prefer in mega retailers are also sold in SMEs, if firms are seeking
to satisfy consumer preferences. One can also argue that if SMEs
seek to attain 50% of the market share, they would also need to
be more competitive by hiring fewer workers. However, other
research finds that currently there is no price difference between
multinational megastores and domestic chains (Caraballo, 2016).
Thus, this calculation can be considered conservative because it
does not consider the indirect employment that can be generated
from higher new direct employment, nor does it evaluate the
impact of having profits reinvested in the local economy by local
firms rather than having them leave the Island, the case of the
mega stores.

Results and Discussion
Retail Trade
The arrival of mega retailers to Puerto Rico intensified during the
1990s and the 2000s (Alameda, 2012). In Cintron (2014), it is found
that Puerto Rico has nowadays one of the largest proportions
of Walgreens and Wal-Mart stores in the world. These findings
are also evident in the economic census: in the 1997 Economic
Census there were 509 establishments with more than 50
employees in the retail sector this number increases to 865 in
2012 (69% growth). Similarly, the market share of these large
establishments increased from 41% to 72% in 2012, while the
establishments with less than 50 employees decreased by 37%
during the same period 1997-2012 (5,206 fewer establishments).
However, in terms of employment, mega retailers provided half
of the total, as shown in Table 1.

The Economic Census also lets us evaluate if mega retailers pay
higher salaries than SMEs. According to it, enterprises with less
than 50 employees paid an average salary of $16,893 in 2012 while
the largest firms in this market paid on average $14,538. In this
sense, there is a sharp difference between foreign investments in
manufacturing where creation of jobs does not displace existing
jobs and salaries are higher than in domestic establishments,
and foreign investments in retailing where new jobs displace
existing jobs and salaries are similar to or below those paid in
domestic stores.

Table I: Employment and Sales by Type of Retailer, 2012

Sales Tax Compliance
A sales tax was established in Puerto Rico in 2006. Since 2006,
estimates of compliance rate of this sales tax have been around
56% (KPMG, 2014). This relatively low compliance rate was
obtained by comparing the tax revenues that could be earned
given the total estimated sales in a survey called INFOSALES done
by the Puerto Rico Trade Company. However, how accurate is the
sales survey? Not accurate enough.

What happened in this sector, the second largest in Puerto Rico,
from 2007 to 2012? The economic depression that started in 2006
is reflected in a reduction of 7% in real sales (i.e., sales adjusted by
inflation) from 2007 to 2012. Both mega retailers and SMEs had
fewer establishments in 2012 (in general there were 13% fewer
of establishments from 2007 to 2012). Mega retailers sold $160
millions more (in real terms) in 2012 while reducing the number of
employees by 4,345. This jobless growth in mega retailers mixed
with the reduction in the overall number of establishments points
to a higher market concentration: by 2012, 50 establishments
(probably belonging to an even smaller number of corporations)
held 28% of market share in a declining sector.

Evaluating Table 2, we can observe that INFOSALES (the sales
survey) overestimates total retail sales by more than $7 billion.
If this survey is used as the benchmark, one can conclude that
there are at least $7 billion of evasion while this number is a
Continúa en la página 6
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result of sales overestimation. Furthermore, when estimating
the compliance rate one has to remove exempt sales from the
benchmark sales. If we do not subtract sales that are exempt
from paying taxes (such as medicines, gasoline, water, bread,
and few other items) we are led to conclude that the sales tax
compliance was 59% in 2012, a serious mistake. That is, from every
dollar of tax collected, $0.41 was kept by companies, according
to conventional wisdom.

manufacturing in Puerto Rico was far higher than manufacturing
in the whole US and that in states such as California, known for its
advanced manufacturing, exemplified by Sillicon Valley.
Table III: Productivity in Manufacturing, 2012

Table II: Sales Tax Compliance

Worker productivity grew by more than 100% during the period
1997-2012. Thus, Puerto Rico continues to be an attractive enclave
for high value-added manufacturing in terms of sales per unit
of labor and in terms of sales per unit of payroll: on average, for
every dollar paid to workers in manufacturing, $26 were created in
output. These findings are to be expected given that Puerto Rico
was among the top 23 countries in the world in terms of mean
years of schooling in 2012, but the average wage in Puerto Rico
(less than $24,000 in 2014) is lower than most of the European
countries and lower than in the US. The combination of highly
qualified workers with competitive wages (relative to the world)
makes Puerto Rico an attractive jurisdiction for manufacturing.

However, if we use a more accurate approximation of sales such
as the one provided by the Economic Census and subtract the
level of sales that are exempt, we will obtain a sales tax compliance
rate of 83%, as shown in Table 2. The attributed evasion is much
lower: from $1,400,131 to $245,023! Thus, even when there still is
a relatively high amount of sales tax that is not collected by the
Puerto Rico Department of Treasury, the compliance rate is at a
much better level.

How can a country with such a high productivity lose so many
manufacturing jobs? Most of the deindustrialization occurred in
low value-added manufacturing such as in apparel manufacturing
and food processing, while the high value-added sector (e.g.,
biotechnology and chemical industries) reduced its operations at
a far lower rate. In 2012, chemical industries in general represented
68% of total manufacturing and pharmaceutical companies
produced more than 25% of the total GDP of Puerto Rico.

It is important to point out that in 2014 the sales tax system was
changed. Starting in August 2014, the sales tax became (de facto)
a value added tax when the exemption certificate to retailers
was removed and retailers are allowed to credit sales taxes paid
to suppliers. Thus, it can be expected that the compliance rate
currently is higher since it is well-known that compliance is higher
under a value added tax, one that is widely used around the world
(Pomeranz, 2015).

However, this does not imply that deindustrialization had no
impact on the local economy: it is not a coincidence that the
largest depression of Puerto Rico in its modern history started
in 2006, the last year in the phase-out of Section 936. In 1995, at
the height of the Section 936 bonanza, manufacturing accounted
for 42% of GDP, created more than 30% of deposits in the island’s
banking system, and directly generated 17% of total employment
(indirect employment creation was more than twice the direct
employment, according to Ruiz and Wolff (1996)). As stated
by Ruiz and Wolff (1996), “Exports consist almost exclusively
of manufacturing products, which have been promoted by
the Puerto Rican government through a variety of incentives,
including tax relief (Section 936 of the federal tax code), the
provision of infrastructure and other subsidies” (p. 393).

Deindustrialization with Higher Productivity
From 1997 to 2012 the economy of Puerto Rico lost more than
80 thousands direct jobs in manufacturing. This loss represents
half of the total direct employment created in this sector in
1997 when the total employment was 163,605 (according to
Economic Census 1997). The year 1997 is important because
Section 936 was removed in 1995-96 by the U.S. Congress and
the deindustrialization consequences are clear in every economic
census: employment in 2002 was 126,707 and in 2007 was 110,691.
In percentage terms, the picture observed is similar: 6% of the total
population aged 16 and older was employed in manufacturing in
1997, a proportion that decreased to 4.4% in 2002, 3.7% in 2007,
and 2.9% in 2012. Ironically, during this period manufacturing in
Puerto Rico was even more competitive, as shown in Table 3.
In fact, the sales per dollar of payroll and labor productivity in

The consequences were even more severe in municipalities
outside of the Metropolitan area where these factories were
located. Manufacturing used to provide a significant number
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of jobs that did not displace jobs in domestic establishments
and paid higher salaries than the rest of the economic sectors
($38,563 in 2015), which enhanced aggregate demand in those
impoverished municipalities creating thousands of indirect jobs.

Surely, more facts can be uncovered with the usage of the
Economic Census in future studies. Some of those areas can be
the application of spatial analysis for economic sectors, estimation
of output in regions, and productivity per municipality, among
other topics that exceeded the scope of this note.

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

Notes:

Policymakers should establish a clear dichotomy between
attracting manufacturing industries and megastores. Megastores
can create 100 gross jobs but can destroy 200 jobs existing in
domestic stores to be displaced by the megastore; a reflection
of a “zero-sum game” is even clearer when a market like this is
contracting. Invited factories paid relatively high wages while
multinational megastores appeared to pay lower wages than
small and medium size enterprises, as shown above. Invited
factories deposited their money in domestic banks for a period
of time while multinational megastores send their money abroad
daily.

1)

By the mid-1970s, the US Congress created a special tax regime for US
corporations in the territories under Section 936 of the US Tax Code, providing
a significant enhancement to the local incentives in Puerto Rico and launching
an era of capital-and-knowledge intensive operations in electronics, medical
devices and pharmaceuticals.
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Indicadores
económicos
Los indicadores para el primer trimestre del 2016 mantienen la tendencia de los últimos trimestres en cuanto a empleos. El empleo total ha avanzando
levemente, pero el empleo privado, el asalariado, el de la manufactura y el empleo del gobierno están cayendo. Es notable y preocupante que el
empleo en la manufactura disminuyera 3.4% al compararse con el primer trimestre de 2015.
El PMI, que mide la actividad en el sector de manufactura, mejoró en cuatro puntos porcentuales comparado con el trimestre anterior, pero se
redujo en cinco puntos porcentuales comparado con el mismo trimestre de 2015. Con excepción de un trimestre en 2015, el PMI ha estado por
encima de 50 en los pasados cinco trimestres.
La tasa de desempleo mejoró levemente pero se mantiene cercana al nivel promedio del pasado año, de un 12%. Las tasas de participación y de
empleo no sufrieron cambios significativos. Los resultados relacionados al mercado laboral para el primer trimestre de 2016 son compatibles con
el desempeño de los agregados económicos.
La inflación continúa bajo control debido, principalmente a la reducción en el costo de la gasolina, pero al medirse sin el costo de energía y de
alimentos, lo que se conoce como la inflación subyacente o medular, el panorama es distinto, ya que hubo un aumento del 2.5%. Sigue siendo
una cifra razonable y no preocupante, pero sí indica que hay presiones inflacionarias en otros sectores de la economía.
Finalmente, es interesante que los recaudos de Hacienda hayan sido 5.4% más que en el mismo trimestre de 2015, resultado de las nuevas
contribuciones sobre consumo que entraron en vigor a mediados de 2015 y el IVU en transacciones de servicios entre empresas.
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